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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The internet is being crushed under the weight of its own success! 

The internet today delivers a lot more traffic and connectivity than it was originally designed to deliver. As 
more enterprise applications migrate to the cloud, more rich data such as video streams over the 
network, and new use cases such as 5G real-time services/IoT drive more low-latency connections and 
bandwidth, the demands on the internet continue to grow exponentially. This has created intense 
pressures on the economic business models of communication service provider (SP) networks. Within 
the constraints of a typical communication SP capex budget, bandwidth is a finite resource, and network 
architectures have focused primarily on maximizing the utilization of this increasingly scarce commodity. 

The industry has historically managed to keep pace with the explosion of bandwidth demand mainly 
through advances in network silicon capacity at regular intervals as dictated by Moore's law. Indeed, 
$1 of routing capex today supports 14 times more deployed network capacity than it did 10 years ago. 
However, the networking industry's ability to keep up with Moore's law is reaching its limits on both 
speed increases and lead times. This is exacerbating the bandwidth scarcity problem for 
communication SPs. Scarcity of bandwidth at various points of the network has been a key constraint 
that today's communication SP network designs have sought to address. Bandwidth scarcity has 
forced communication SPs to make network design choices such as network tiering and complex 
traffic engineering and to build multiple parallel networks targeting different customer groups, which 
results in inefficiencies and operating complexity. These techniques have an adverse impact on 
communication SPs' capex and operating expense. The internet architecture based on existing design 
points has reached its limits — its shortcomings are becoming more pronounced as it continues to 
scale. It is time to redesign the internet to overcome bandwidth scarcity and alleviate the derivative 
complexity that changes the economics of building and operating the internet. 

What if the fundamental design constraints could be removed? What if bandwidth scarcity no longer 
was the principal motivator? What if we could start focusing instead on rearchitecting networks to 
primarily simplify and reduce operations at massive scale? 

The redesign starts by challenging set notions across all layers of the networking stack, much like 
hyperscalers have reinvented datacenter network design with fantastic results. Alleviating the network 
capacity constraint and adopting a consistent router architecture will allow communication service 
providers to adopt simpler and flatter network fabric architectures that are less complex to manage  
and operate. Such an architecture will be capital efficient, easy to maintain, and more resilient.  
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The industry needs to think beyond process node/nanometer (nm) reductions alone to improve router 
silicon bandwidth performance. It needs to consider consistent and standardized design across silicon, 
software, and systems for all network elements. Tethering such systems to AI-driven, cloud-based 
automation engines has the potential to fundamentally alter internet economics today by enabling 
communication service providers to embrace hyperscale cloud principles to automate, operate, and 
manage the network. 

Situational Analysis 
Bandwidth Growth Continues Unabated 
Demand for bandwidth from communication SP customers — consumers and businesses, wireline, and 
mobile — continues to grow unabated. The current Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) forecast 
projects global IP traffic to nearly triple from 2017 to 2022. Overall, IP traffic is expected to grow to 
396EB/month by 2022, up from 122EB/month in 2017, at a CAGR of 26% (see Figure 1). 

According to the VNI study, total internet traffic has experienced dramatic growth in the past two 
decades. More than 20 years ago, in 1992, global internet networks carried approximately 100GB/day 
of traffic. Ten years later, in 2002, global internet traffic amounted to 100GBps. In 2017, global internet 
traffic reached more than 45,000GBps. 

FIGURE 1 

IP Traffic Expected to Grow at a CAGR of 26% Until 2022 

 
Source: Cisco VNI Global IP Traffic Forecast, 2017–2022 (February 2019) 

 

Advances in silicon capacity dictated by Moore's law have historically allowed communication SPs to 
address this bandwidth increase without breaking the bank. Gordon Moore's 1965 insight that the 
number of transistors that can be packed into a given unit of space will double about every two years 
has implied that the speed and capability of routing silicon have typically increased every couple of 
years, and the cost of the silicon has declined with every iteration. Indeed, $1 of routing capex today 
supports 14 times more deployed network capacity than it did 10 years ago (see Figure 2). 
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FIGURE 2 

A Dollar in Router Capex Supports 14 Times More Network Capacity in 2018 than It 
Did in 2008 

 
Source: IDC's Worldwide Carrier Routing Equipment Forecast, 2019–2023: Expect 5G to Drive Bandwidth Upgrade Cycle (IDC #US45050417, May 2019) 

and Cisco VNI Global IP Traffic Forecast, 2017–2022 (February 2019) 

 

However, the Networking Industry's Ability to Keep Up with Moore's Law Is 
Reaching Its Limits on Both Speed Increases and Lead Times 
One of the key limitations preventing the future networking industry from benefiting from the predicted 
increase in silicon speed every couple of years per Moore's law has been the physical limits to create 
smaller circuits and pack them into smaller spaces. These challenges in provisioning lower transistor 
geometries have been brought about by the fact that cooling down smaller transistors takes more 
energy than the amount of energy passing through them (refer Dennard Scaling Law). 

Because of these physical limitations, speed increases in silicon are not occurring as much with 
nanometer decreases. Moreover, innovation cycles are taking longer than the Moore's law limit of two 
years. This is not surprising because Gordon Moore himself admitted that his law would not continue 
forever because it is the nature of exponential functions — they eventually hit a wall. 

Routing silicon appears to have hit the wall and now routing traffic appears to be hitting a traffic jam. 
The pathways for data on communication SP networks appear more constricted in the face of 
exploding data traffic, and this bandwidth scarcity has become more acute over the past few years. 
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Communication SPs Desperately Seek Operating Leverage in Their  
Business Models 

As communication service providers have continued to provision new network capacity to satisfy the 
growing demand for data from their diverse customers, their capital and operational costs have 
continued to increase linearly with their revenue. Importantly, the declining ability of the networking 
industry to meet the stipulations of Moore's law and rising operational complexity threatens their ability 
to even maintain their slim profit margins. 

Indeed, industry financial data supports the aforementioned contention. According to IDC's Global 
Telecom Indicators database, communication SPs globally have seen their revenue, operating income, 
and capex trend flat to down over the past five years (see Table 1). 

A few observations from this data: 

 Communication SP revenue has declined from levels seen in 2014 and held flat over the past four 
years. This trend has occurred despite communication SPs adding more users and more services 
globally across their networks. Network monetization has been a significant challenge. 

 Communication SPs' capex is constrained by their ability to generate operating income. As 
shown in Table 1, they are investing a little more than they are earning in terms of operating 
income. The key to modernizing their networks and providing improved customer experiences 
and new services lies in their ability to rein in operating expense. 

 Improving communication SP and internet economics is predicated on optimizing both capex 
and opex. Capex can be optimized by extracting maximum bandwidth from routing systems. 
Opex can be optimized by reducing network complexity regardless of the bandwidth managed 
and delivered by the network. 

TABLE 1 

Global Telecom Financials, 2014–2018 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Revenue ($T) 1.75 1.62 1.62 1.63 1.64 

Operating expense ($T) 1.35 1.26 1.25 1.26 1.29 

Operating expense as percentage of 
revenue (%) 

77.1 77.7 77.1 77.3 78.7 

Operating income ($B) 304 282 277 270 282 

Capital expense ($B) 333 331 310 301 295 

Source: IDC's Global Telecom Indicators database, 2019 

 

Rising complexity and the demand for more scale necessitate communication SPs rein in operating 
expense. Doing so will not only allow them to produce higher-profit margins but also allow them to 
invest more in the business and provide a better experience to their customers. 
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Communication SPs Are Addressing Bandwidth Scarcity Using Techniques That 
Breed Operational Complexity and Capex Inefficiencies 

Communication service providers have found myriad ways to address bandwidth scarcity in the face of 
unpredictable traffic demand patterns in their networks. They have built separate residential, 
enterprise, and mobile networks to ensure that customer service-level agreements (SLAs) on any of 
these networks are not infringed when traffic spikes on one of them. 

Network designs to accommodate traffic patterns have resulted in bespoke silicon architectures being 
utilized for system deployments at different locations in the network based on specific bandwidth scarcity 
constraints and feature requirements at those locations. An unintended effect of such network designs 
has been that communication service provider networks today have a very rigid topology. Rigid network 
topologies with diverse architectures are more complex to manage. It also means that each network 
element must be managed uniquely in a high-touch manner. This breeds network operational practices 
that require extreme rigor element by element. This operational complexity is impractical as 
communication SP networks continue to scale and is a source of significant operational efficiency. 

Communication SPs have leveraged techniques such as traffic engineering to match traffic demand 
with network capacity. While these strategies and techniques help communication SPs deliver the 
requisite service at the right SLA to their diverse customers, they breed operational complexity. This in 
turn negatively impacts operational expense considering the management and labor overhead 
necessary to manage these complex networks and diverse routing systems. According to IDC's Global 
Telecom Indicators database, communication SPs' operating expense as a percentage of revenue has 
grown by 1.6% over the past five years, representing an increase of $2.6 billion in operating expense 
collectively for the industry (refer back to Table 1). Interestingly, this increase in operating expense has 
occurred while industrywide revenue has decreased $110 billion over the same period. 

Communication SPs have historically adopted complex network topologies and techniques to address 
bandwidth scarcity and traffic unpredictability. However, this strategy is no longer practical given the 
scale requirements being imposed on the internet. Things are only likely to worsen considering 
network traffic unpredictability is growing and unlikely to relent in the foreseeable future. 

Communication SP networks are built and optimized for predictable and peak traffic. However, as the 
number of mobile and IoT connections grow on the network, as the demand for seamless services 
grows across the network, and as the cloud becomes an even more important application delivery 
model, spikes in network traffic are becoming more difficult to predict. Even more difficult to predict is 
the location of traffic spikes and hence the location of bandwidth scarcity. Communication SPs are 
being forced to provision excess capacity for worst-case scenarios across multiple networks and tiers. 
Alleviating bandwidth scarcity is the primary goal of network design and not operational efficiency. 

Communication SPs not only need more capacity in more locations but also need more feature 
diversity in their network elements at various locations on the network to satisfy a diverse set of 
stringent SLAs across all network locations. For instance, as mission-critical and high-performance 
enterprise applications continue to migrate to the cloud from the corporate datacenter, communication 
SP networks are required to deliver stringent security and performance SLAs on cloud-bound 
enterprise application traffic. As 5G spawns the growth of real-time services, we are likely to see 
additional SLAs around low-latency traffic delivery increasingly across the industry. Communication SP 
networks will also be required to support a service seamlessly across disparate residential, mobile, 
and enterprise networks and maintain the same QoS and security across each network. 
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It is evident that if networks continue to be architected and designed as in the past, the manageability 
and operational complexity of the communication SP network will be an absolute nightmare. 

Routing Needs to Be Reimagined 
IDC believes the time has come to fundamentally reimagine communication SP network architectures. 
It starts by reinventing the fundamental building block of the communication SP network — the router. 
Before we discuss how routing can be redesigned, it is instructive to analyze how hyperscale 
companies have built their massive datacenter networks for simplicity, scale, and efficiency. 

Hyperscale Datacenter Network Design Offers Clues for Communication SP 
Network Redesign 

Over the past two decades, hyperscalers such as Google, AWS, and Facebook have enjoyed 
enormous business success, and key to this success has been their ability to build their datacenter 
networks with simplicity and scale, with significant derivative benefits in terms of capital and 
operational efficiency (see Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3 

Hyperscalers Have Blazed a Trail in Datacenter Network Design and Reaped 
Spectacular Benefits 

 
Source: IDC, 2019 
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While it is hard to incorporate all hyperscale datacenter network design best practices into 
communication SP network design, it offers clues as to how a communication SP network can be 
similarly built for simplicity, scale, capital, and operational efficiency: 

 Highest available bandwidth: Hyperscale players have always been at the bleeding edge of 
datacenter network element bandwidth provisioning and have incorporated highest available 
bandwidth capacity into their network designs for all network elements. This has allowed them 
to take an operational efficiency–first approach to network design considering that bandwidth 
scarcity is not as acute in their networks. 

 Consistent network element design: Hyperscale datacenters are characterized by network 
elements that feature more standardized designs. Each element offers the same streaming 
telemetry and programmable interfaces to manage and operate the network element in the 
same consistent fashion as any other network element in the datacenter tier with little to no 
human interference. These network elements can be interconnected seamlessly in a fabric-
based architecture. Such fabric-based architectures are built on the assumption that network 
elements will fail, and the way to prevent outages as a result is to build resiliency into the 
design of the network fabric. As a result, fabric architectures do not overly depend on any one 
element and are very resilient by design. If one network element fails, the traffic rebalances 
across other elements. The failed element can then be taken off and serviced without a 
specific maintenance window and without any network disruption. 

 Data-driven closed-loop automation: Consistent streaming telemetry and programmable 
interfaces across all network elements means that the entire network can be operated as a 
programmable dynamic fabric that automatically optimizes network flows and proactively 
addresses network maintenance issues in a closed-loop fashion. 

It is also important to understand the key differences between hyperscale datacenter networks and 
communication SP networks to keep expectations of the benefits of adopting similar design 
philosophies in communication SP networks within reasonable limits. First, it is probably very unlikely 
that communication SP networks will achieve a totally flat network with no tiers considering the need to 
build networks in proximity to customers. The distributed nature of communication SP networks implies 
some tiering is likely. However, opportunities for reduction in network tiers should exist within specific 
communication SP networking domains such as metro or core. A consistent router design should 
enable communication SPs to build fabrics within these network domains. Second, communication SP 
networks cannot be as homogenous as hyperscale networks considering the wider diversity of 
customers and their specific SLAs. Third, unlike hyperscale datacenters, communication SP networks 
typically maintain much higher standards as far as network performance and resiliency are concerned. 

It should be obvious from this discussion that communication SP networks need a consistent network 
systems design to enable simplified network management with associated operational efficiency — and 
they should not hesitate to take a leaf out of the book authored by hyperscalers. 
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Reimagining Communication SP Routing Begins with Redesigning Routing Silicon 
If denser geometries alone are not leading to expected improvements in bandwidth performance and 
are costing more and taking much longer than the expected time frame per Moore's law, there is a 
need to innovate around the traffic jam being created by physical limits to Moore's law. IDC sees two 
dimensions along which routing silicon can be redesigned: 

 Routing silicon needs to be re-architected. The industry needs to improve silicon performance 
beyond nanometer reductions. This necessitates addressing challenges that limit router silicon 
performance, such as rigid memory. A more dynamic memory design based on a technology 
such as high bandwidth memory (HBM) if incorporated into routing silicon will enable more 
bandwidth to be dedicated to memory functions on the chip as opposed to off the chip. 
Addressing these challenges is critical to get the next level of router bandwidth performance 
and to enable communication SPs to alleviate the bandwidth scarcity challenge. 

 Standardization on a consistent silicon architecture for routing, network processing, and the 
fabric. Today, routers that are placed in different locations in the network leverage different 
silicon architectures for routing, network processing, and the fabric, with each variety of silicon 
using different microcode, firmware, and telemetry. This inconsistent design of routers results 
in significant operational complexity. Taking a cue from hyperscale datacenter network design, 
routers should be standardized on a more consistent silicon design with the same microcode 
and telemetry. This would drive network simplicity, enable a flatter fabric architecture, and 
facilitate automation. 

Reimagining Communication SP Routing Requires Reinventing  
Network Simplification 
It's not enough to just redesign routing silicon. IDC believes it is time the industry did a rethink on 
network simplification, considering doing so will have a significant positive impact on communication 
SP operations and thus the ability to reduce operating costs. IDC sees two avenues for innovation: 

 Network operating systems (NOSs) need to be modernized. A modern NOS has a small 
footprint, has open APIs, and is modular, with each module delivering a distinct function. A 
smaller NOS requires lesser silicon resources. Open APIs allow the system to be more 
programmable and more optimized, enabling communication SPs to accelerate differentiation. 
Modularity allows the packaging of function specific to the customer's use case and 
requirements. 

 Cloud-enhanced routing systems. IDC believes an effective network automation system 
should take a holistic view of all network elements across all layers of the networking stack. 
Elements of network automation — monitoring, visibility, analytics, and programmability — need 
to be designed into communication SP network silicon, software, systems, and networks — for 
maximum impact. This network visibility can also be used to deliver complementary services 
such as monitoring BGP routes or improving network security. Considering the amount of data 
likely to be collected if streaming telemetry is aggregated from all layers of the routing stack, it 
makes sense to conduct the data storage and analysis in the cloud. A network made up of 
routing elements tethered to a cloud-based analytics engine and centrally programmable 
based on real-time networkwide insight has the potential to significantly simplify network 
operations and reduce communication SP operating expense. 
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IDC firmly believes the adoption of autonomous infrastructure has the potential to not only reduce opex 
but also drive performance, security, and reduce complexity — attributes that communication SPs so 
dearly desire. Indeed, IDC's recent IT Strategy and AI Adoption Survey reflects a strong appetite 
among large organizations to adopt AI-enabled network automation with very clear expectations in 
terms of performance, security, multi-domain optimization, and reduction in network cost and 
complexity (see Figure 4). 

FIGURE 4 

Top Priorities for AI-Enabled Network Automation 

 

n = 401 

Source: IDC's IT Strategy and AI Adoption Survey, February 2019 

CONCLUSION 

It's Important to Rethink Communication SP Network Architecture 
Traditional assumptions on scaling bandwidth have run their course, and traditional ways of designing 
and operating networks are proving to be inefficient from both capital and operating expense 
perspectives. A reimagined communication SP router design as envisioned in this white paper — one 
with a more scalable silicon; a consistent silicon, software, and systems architecture; and a cloud-
enabled analytics and automation engine — can alleviate communication SP network bandwidth 
constraints and simplify communication SP network architecture operations. This has enormous 
potential to alter internet economics for communication service providers and provide them with the 
operating leverage they so desire in their business in the face of rising demand for network scale and 
increasing operational complexity. 
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